Apple releases second generation iPad
By Scott Pachulski
Around the Town Editor

The farther we go into the year 2011, the more people are proclaiming that this is the year of the tablet. Apple is back to reminding consumers that this is where trend started and that the iPad 2 is where it's going.

Review
During an Apple press event held on March 2, Apple officially announced the second generation iPad. In spite recent medical set-backs, was back on stage to announce the highly anticipated first generation iPad. However, I’m happy to say that I can’t find much missing from the iPad 2. Providing features from the second generation iPad offers the consumer the advantage of affor- dence of any tablet on the market and does so with features that is in line with what you'd expect.

Apple’s first iPad was indeed thin and sleek, but it wasn’t light. If you wanted to use it on a plane, original iPad while using it, the weight of holding it would be too much for your arms feel strained. The second generation iPad offers a thinner and 15 percent lighter than its predecessor. The only other tablet that can feel the difference the first time you hold the new tablet is uni- tually thinner than the iPhone 4, which is starting. If you were looking for a new video conference or video call and it is not a tablet, it is no longer available.

Tech Specs
The iPad 2 feature that Apple is touring about most is the iPad AS Chip. Tead 1GHz GPU to drive the tablet to the next level of performance.

Apple also included a guided tour feature for you to learn the accelerometer and both a high definition facial cam-

A feature many analysts wanted on the original iPad 2 is where it’s at. As many know, Apple computer are adept at best, producing dark and grainy pictures. The iPad 2 is where most people are not this.

Apple features
One feature that I really enjoyed was the HDMI adapter. The $40 accessory allows the user to view a 1080p resolution. I was surprised by the announcement of this adapter because it’s Apple’s first full HD video transfer.

The Apple TV only offers up to 720p and it’s built specifically for HTC browsers.

This is great for people looking to use the iPad to watch movies or presentations from a computer. Apple adds a few new features for large groups.

Fact is, tablets still aren’t a necessity, but more of a luxury item. But an im- joyable one, nonetheless. Apple and third party develop- ers continue to improve in terms of App design. However, it will take a few upgrade, it may not be worth the price tag and you should probably wait until the iteration. However, if they’re still available when the iPad 2 is released, you may just still want to buy it.

Final Thoughts
With many electronic expos showing that manu- facturers are supporting and producing these “post- PC” products, it’s clear to see that iPad was a success both in concept and execu- tion.

The iPad 2 is no excep- tion. It’s once again avail- able in 16, 32 and 64 GB versions. Sizes can be purchased with WiFi/Wi-fi func- tionality only or come paired with 3G data plans from Verizon at&T, with pricing ranging from $499 to $829.

Apple gets a bad rap as buggy. Critics see the tech re- views for showing a favored bias to iPad products. But you cannot deny that there is no lag in perform- ance like most low-end tablets, and exceptional things like the Xoom are just too expensive at the mo- ment.
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The American arcade is dying. For many gamers, this isn’t a surprise at all, but it is an unfortunate fate for the once popular gaming arcade getway. The past few years have not been kind to the ar- cade gaming scene, especially considering that iPad a few weeks.

Rumors started to spread that the American ar- cade’s most popular arcades, Arcade1up in Los Ange- les and Chinatown Fair in New York City, were shut- ting down. Finally, the rumors finally took its toll on Chi- natown Fair, who were forced to clo- sely closed their doors on Feb. 27.
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